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I wish each of you and your families a great Rotary
New Year! Together, let us make it the best year of
our lives, by making it a year to grow more and do
more. Let this be a year of changemakers, and let us
begin with our membership
That is precisely why the Each One, Bring One initiative is so important.
During this year, I urge you to dream of new ways in which Rotary can expand
its reach into your community and therefore the world. If each member
introduces one person to Rotary, our membership can increase to 1.3 million
by July 2022. So, let's just do it! Imagine the change we, as Rotary members,
can make when there are so many more of us! More people to care for
others, more people to Serve to Change Lives. Think of the impact we can
have through grow more, do more. More members will enable us to embark
on bigger and bolder service projects. And each of us can also continue to
serve in our own personal ways, responding to needs in our communities.
The beauty of Rotary is that service means different things to different people
around the world. One element, however, that we can incorporate into all of
our service initiatives is empowering girls. Unfortunately, even in this day and
age, girls and young women face disproportionate challenges all over the
world. We have the power to lead the charge for gender equality.
Empowering girls and young women to have greater access to education,
better health care, more employment, and equality in all walks of life should
be embedded in every Rotary project we launch. Girls are future leaders, so
we must ensure that we help them shape their future.

The biggest gift we are given Is the power to touch a life, to
change, to make a difference in the circle of life. If we can
reach out with our hand, heart, and soul, The magic will start
to happen As the wheel begins to roll. Let's turn the wheel
together So all humanity thrives, We have the power and the
magic To Serve to Change Lives.
These are challenging times, and I complement each of your
efforts in grappling with COVID-19. No challenge is too big for
Rotarians. The bigger the challenge, the more passionate the
Rotarian. Look at what we can do when we take on a colossal
challenge such as eradicating polio. Look at the millions of lives
we improve by strengthening access to water, sanitation, and
hygiene. Look at what we do every year to promote peace in
places where it seems unimaginable. Our basic education and
literacy programs have nation building impact. This year, let us
challenge ourselves to do more such projects and programs
that have national reach and impact. This year, let us Serve to
Change Lives.

Message from District Governor 2021- 22
Rotary International Dist. 3190
Rtn. Rtn.Fazal Mahmood
Hearty Congratulations to you and your team of Club officers on assuming
office to 'Serve to change Lives'. We wish you and all your members a
glorious Rotary year 2021-22. I am sure all of us are delighted to be on the
anvil of yet another Rotary Year of service to humanity together with
strengthened fellowship & friendship. Each & every one of you is a
Changemaker - and this is your platform. Remember always what R I
President Rtn.Shekar Mehta emphasises; "it is not the magnitude of what
we do that matters, it is the attitude with which we serve that matters".

It is with this commitment that Rotary International has served humanity for the last 116 years &
has thus far impacted millions of lives globally. I am sure you have all your Club plans &
programmes firmed up to ensure another meaningful & a purposeful Rotary year. In this process,
please engage all your members, their respective spouses and in fact, their entire family to partake
in the activities of the Club throughout the year to augment fellowship among the families.
Empower your team & every member to embark on projects & programmes that will make a
difference to the society as we Expand our Reach, increase our Impact, Enhance Participation
Engagement and Increase our Ability to Adapt. After A lot of deliberation our District team has
come up with various plans & goals, we seek to achieve this year. These goals can be achieved only
through your active participation to make them happen. ‘HOSA BELAKU’ - is a special project so
dear to me. Under Hosa Belaku my dream is to implement projects encompassing all the 7 focus
areas of Rotary with special emphasis on girl empowerment to help the underprivileged belonging
to the rundown neighborhood in Namma Bengaluru. Let us join hands & work together in our goal
to change lives of these underprivileged neighbors in the course of next 365 days, qualitatively.
Each & every day of this year should be a day we dedicate to be the Changemakers in the lives of
our fellow human beings. Once this year is through, we should be able to look back with pride &
say “Yes, I am indeed a Changemaker Rotarian and I made this dream come true.” ‘SAHAYOGA’ is
yet another programme that encourages your Rotary Club to partner with another Bangalore
based Rotary Club to tie up with an outside Bangalore based Rotary Club to extend your helping
hand to serve the local community. This I am sure yields enormous Rotary dividend to everybody’s
satisfaction. Dear Changemaker, collaborate with your partners in service, NGO’s, CSR partners to
increase the bandwidth of your offering to serve the community. As Changemaker our priority in
the Rotary year 2021-22 is to Serve to Change Lives by Engaging with our fellow Rotarians, their
families, communities we serve, the stake holder we work with and see to that we Empower all of
them and then work in Collaboration to Celebrate Rotary. Wishing you & all your members once
again, a wonderful Rotary Year to “Serve to Change Lives”
Yours in Rotary Service, Rtn.Fazal Mahmood & First Lady Rtn.Sabiha Fazal District Governor 202122 | Rotary International District 3190

CONNECTIONS

Rotary Club President Rtn. Subir Kumar Dhar

Dear Fellow Rotarians,
The world is passing through difficult COVID19 times and we
still do not have a visibility of how the coming days will
unfold. In these tough times, the community, be it the
students, small businesses, or the workmen, all are
undergoing severe difficulties.

The Rotarians, Rotractors and Interactors have stood shoulder to shoulder with the
community to support them to rebuild their lives.
Tough times are great teachers, and every organization and every individual is realizing
that things are not the same as they used to be. We Rotarians have also learnt to cope
with challenges, and are geared up to adopt new ways and means to contribute to
society.
While the means of online communications, driven by technology, had always been there
- but we at Rotary had never used it to the full potential. Today, there is a positive change
- clubs are collaborating across the world, and exchanging ideas and opinions on a vast
range of topics - be it culture, healthcare, education, nature etc. Club members are
forming sister clubs, forging joint projects and attending each other's weekly meetings
across the oceans. This is really amazing !
But, one thing has not changed a bit. That is, the sense of purpose to do good for society!
I wish, on behalf of all our members, great days ahead!

Rotary Club Secretary Rtn. Geetanjali Dhar
Dear Fellow Rotarians,
It’s been a Pleasure to have served as the Charter Secretary with
43 Projects we have opened Opportunities, now it’s time that we
all serve to change lives and shall also be the Change makers. One
such change is to come out with a Monthly bulletin Connections
that will surely connect each one to the world of Rotary better & about our club to the
world better Looking forward for all your support & participation for a wonderful 2021 - 22
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INSTALLATION OF THE PRESIDENT
The President for the
year 2021-22 Rtn
Subir Kumar Dhar
was
installed
as
President of Rotary EClub Of E-Connect by
DG Fazal Mahmood
along with other
Presidents Of Rotary
Dist. 3190 at sharp 12
AM on 1st July 2021.

Rtn. Mithun Prakash Prabhu ~ #EloquenceOfLife
Photography came to Mithun as a Natural gift, his Dad used to be a Hobby
Photographer and he was fascinated since his childhood to take it up one
day, but life was running in a fast lane always until a point where he felt it
was like Right Walking into what he was created to do, it suited his
personality his vision to showcase to the world what a normal Human eye
misses to see in everyday life be it Nature, Culture, Life, Still objects and so
on. He was amazed to see what a Camera Lens can see and make Wonders
to let the world experience through his Photographs. They say Photographs
are Still, Lifeless, but I disagree, ifs our duty to Freeze a Moment, an
Experience, and make it a Lifetime Memory for you to "Relive" every day &
Cherish all of it.
He has several awards and accomplishments to his credit. Namely, Winner of 65+ National/International
Photography Awards & nearly 1900+ Acceptances by the National/International Photography Salons
accredited by FIP, FIAP, cMoL, PSA, among others. He has also been conferred with various Photography
Distinctions – India – AFIP & EFIP, International - AFIAP, Canada - cMoL, Bangladesh - A.APS & G.APS, USA –
PPSA & QPSA, Romania - HON.CPE title for his accomplishment in the field of Photography. Moreover, he has
contributed to multiple photography exhibitions including hosting his own Solo Photography Exhibitions,
where the proceeds towards his images have been given for a noble cause.

Anyone needing Prints of any of these lovely pictures kindly contact Mithun Prabhu +91 9886625662

Drawings From Annette T.R Dighvyi , daughter of Rtn Swetha R Tallam

PROJECT : EACH ONE EDUCATE ONE

Our Approach
We undertake the following steps:
- Source information on the vulnerable children
from Rotarians
- Validate the information, identify deserving
candidates by Rotary
e-Club of e-Connect.
- Get details for verification, recommendation
from schools
- Amount disbursed to the schools or families,
through bank transfers
- Identify a teacher in the school as a mentor,
who will provide a
quarterly performance of the child, and will be
shared with the
donor.

Goal of the Project
Continuing Education of
children under
financial distress due to
Covid Crisis
Objectives of The Project
To ensure that school
students from across India
are able to continue with
their formal education – in
light of the economic
hardships faced by the
vulnerable families in
current Covid crisis

PROJECT: REACH TO READ

We at Rotary E Club of E -Connect along with IT Nature Trust are raising funds for our project
Reach To Read, which is about creating libraries in the remotely located government schools.
The students in these areas don't get exposure to other reading materials apart from their
academic subjects. We plan to create libraries where the schools don't have any library in the
first phase with a kit of 200 books and then gradually taking care of the schools where they
have a library yet need more books to cater to the students.
Kindly support our cause by donating and sharing our fundraiser. This is an opportunity to give
back to the community by way of supporting the setting up of school libraries. Any Rs.10,000
(or multiples of) to set up a library and make a positive impact, an aluminum plaque ( 400mm X
300 mm) bearing the sponsor's name will be prominently displayed at the library. Please note,
you can contribute any amount too and every amount is a big amount to reach our goal. It
helps to harness the power of the crowd and word of mouth when people share the campaign
with their networks. So we request you to please share the campaign, Thank you !
Bank account Details
Account Name: Rotary E Club Of E Connect
3190Account Number: 50200054393580IFSC
Code- HDFC0003781
Account Type: Current Account

PROJECT: GREEN ZONE IN PRIDE VATIKA

With the environment being
the new area of focus, Rotary
E-Connect plans to create
Micro-Diversity Parks in the
next three years at multiple
locations. The first one that
will be created is on the
outskirts of Bangalore,
Butterfly Park.
The Park will be created on a
half-acre land and the work
of planting of host and nectar
plant will start once the good
monsoon starts around 1st
week of June 2021. The MOU
was signed on 7th May 2021
with our Club President Rtn
Subir Kumar Dhar signing on
behalf of our Club and Mr.
Madhusudan, President of
Pride Vatika Residents
association.

This is an ongoing project. The fencing work is done and a total of 317 pits
are prepared. Mr. Prashant Kumar, a supporter of Rotary E-connect
coordinated with the forest nursery to get saplings of Honge, Tamarind,
Jamun, and many other trees, which will be planted in a phased manner.

BLOOD DONATION CAMP

Blood is the river of life that flows in our bodies and importance of
blood donation cannot be emphasized enough. India’s blood
requirement is about six million units per year, yet the blood banks are
able to collect only about three million units per year.
This is a step from the Rotarians towards blood donations and saving
lives.

BY RTN JONAKI THOMAS

Visit us on http://www.rotaryeconnect.org/
Mail us on rotaryeconnect@gmail.com
Willing to Join us Call us on 8861293293

Social Media Handles of Rotary E-Connect
www.facebook.com/rotaryeconnect
www.twitter.com/rotaryeconnect
www.instagram.com/rotaryeconnect
www.linkedin.com/in/rotaryeconnect

